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LAKE BOGA INSTALLATION
South of Swan Hill lies Lake Boga, Victoria – where
hundreds of 100 mm and 125 mm black bollards
were installed in the surrounding grass and boat
ramp. The recycled plastic bollards were strategically
placed along the main park area for visitor safety.
“During the construction phase of Lake Boga Foreshore
Restoration, it was one of the many times we have used
this product, but it has made a lasting impression as we
continue introducing this product to our customers,”
explained Sandra Whitfield, Financial Manager. “Easy
installation with lasting quality, real Replas Pro's!”

CHINA BAN UPDATE: LATEST NEWS
The Chinese government have recently launched the National
Sword Program, banning the import of recycled materials
which Australia relies on for about 30% of all recycling.“In
Australia alone, about 619,000 tonnes of materials – worth
$523 million – is expected to be impacted by the Chinese ban.”
With unquestionable short-term challenges, this is an
opportunity to focus on developing domestic markets and
innovations here in Australia. At Replas, this is a chance to
enhance the Circular Economy in Australia and use waste as a
valuable resource. Committed to making the world sustainable,
Replas encourages your selection and procurement of recycled
plastic products, making you become the true recycler.

BRIDGING THE WAY TO A BETTER FUTURE
Replas Pro - Plants Whitsunday have installed two bridges with recycled plastic decking Enduroplank™ in
Whitsunday Council, QLD. “Both the bridge projects went very well, the council was so impressed with the
first one that they ordered a second bridge only a brief time after,” explains Matt Stokes, Manager at Plants
Whitsunday. “The design is extremely robust and perfect for the harsh environment. The client was very
happy with the completed aesthetics and happy to have maintenance free materials. Once familiar with
the materials, they are very good to work with and always provide a great finish.”

HAVE YOU RECEIVED A NEW PRODUCT GUIDE? NEW
Replas is proud to share their latest Product Guide!
Contact your local Sales Rep for your free copy,
featuring new products, case studies and much more...

ANOTHER PICTURE ‘PERFECT’ TREX® DECKING INSTALLATION
A beautiful deck doesn't have to be maintained every weekend, and should withstand the weather! Impressed
home owner Cheryl says, “since having my timber deck removed, and replaced with my Trex® Deck I have been
flooded with compliments. The fact that it is maintenance free, and always looks immaculate is what I love most.”
Highly recommending the builders at JP Carpentry, Cheryl's final word? “Perfect!!!”
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